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Abstract
Current Quality of Service models such as those embodied in the Differentiated Services proposals, rely on data path ag-
gregation to achieve scalability. Data path aggregation bundles into a single aggregate multiple individual flows with the same
quality requirements, hence decreasing the amount of state that needs to be kept along a path. A similar scalability concern exists
on the control path, where the state required to account for individual reservations needs to be minimized. There have been a
number of proposals aimed at control path aggregation, and the goal of this report is to expand on these works in an attempt to
gain a better understanding of the various parameters that influence the efficiency of different approaches. In particular, we focus
on inter-domain control aggregation, and compare an Autonomous System (AS) sink-tree based approach with several examples
of a shared AS segment based approach. The comparison is done in terms of the amount of state that is kept, both within a
given AS, as well as at edge routers. The comparison is carried out primarily through simulations, but we also develop a simple
analytical model for a basic AS configuration, which provides additional insight into the impact of different parameters on the
efficiency of each approach. Our main contributions are in providing a greater understanding into the design of efficient control
path aggregation methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Data path Quality of Service (QoS) issues are by now reasonably well understood, and a number of different alternatives
have been proposed and investigated, e.g., Integrated Services (IntServ) [4] and Differentiated Services (DiffServ) [9], each
representing a different trade-off in terms of capability and scalability. However, the same understanding is not really available
when it comes to control path issues. The control path consists primarily of mechanisms for reserving and maintaining
the necessary data path resources, as embodied in proposals such as Internet Streaming Protocol (ST-II) [2] and Resource
Reservation Protocol (RSVP) [5], with the latter being the current solution of choice for most new IP services. The main
concern with these proposals is their scalability, specially when thinking of inter-domain links that are expected to carry a
large volume of individual reservation requests.
Our main motivation is, therefore, to gain a better perspective into the scalability of various control mechanisms, and their
ability to handle large reservation volumes. We focus on inter-domain control reservations, as we expect them to be the most
stressful in terms of scalability. Our approach is not so much to propose a specific mechanism, but instead to try to gain a
basic understanding of factors and parameters that affect the scalability of inter-domain control reservation mechanisms. In
particular, we focus on evaluating various aggregation techniques that attempt to minimize the amount of state and processing
due to resource reservation on inter-domain links. Some of the basic questions involved are how, when and where to aggregate
individual reservation requests. To gather information about a path and since we are considering inter-domain aggregation,
we rely on substantial information provided by the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [13], the current dynamic solution for
inter-domain information exchange.
There are several possible criteria that can be used to decide how to aggregate reservation requests on links connecting
different routing domains or Autonomous Systems (AS’s). Aggregation can, for example, be done on the basis of a single
shared AS hop, or on the basis of a shared AS path segment, or simply be based on having the same destination AS, as
proposed in [3]. These different options translate into different amounts of state being maintained at different locations in the
network. In general, state needs to be kept for each individual reservation at all aggregation and deaggregation points, while
state is kept for aggregate reservations at all the intermediate inter-domain links they traverse. Hence, the goal of a scalable
solution is to minimize the overall amount of reservation state in the network, as well as the amount of reservation state that
any router needs to maintain.
In addition to the amount of reservation state needed, a scalable solution should also take into account processing and
signaling requirements, ensuring that both are kept as low as possible. A related factor is the bandwidth efficiency of a
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3solution, and in particular how often the bandwidth allocated to an aggregate reservation is updated. Ideally, bandwidth
should be updated after every change to the individual reservations of an aggregate. This would ensure that only the minimum
possible amount would be allocated, but most likely translating into a significant signaling load. Alternatively, bandwidth
allocation could be updated less frequently to minimize signaling overhead. However, this could affect network efficiency by
providing some aggregate reservations with more bandwidth than they really need, potentially preventing others from getting
the bandwidth they require.
All of the above represent issues that need to be explored, and carrying out such a comprehensive investigation is clearly
beyond the scope of a single document. In this report, we concentrate on the aspect of state optimization and consider two
representative families of possible algorithms. The first one makes aggregation decisions on the basis of shared AS sink-trees,
while the second relies on shared AS path segments. We consider algorithms that belong to each family, and evaluate their
cost in terms of the amount of state they require both at the AS level and at edge routers.
The remainder of the report is organized as follows: Section 2 covers related work. Section 3 presents control aggrega-
tion issues and definitions. Section 4 describes the two aggregation approaches under consideration, and presents a simple
analytical model for computing the amount of state required by the several candidate algorithms. Section 4 is devoted to the
evaluation of the performance of the algorithms by means of simulations. Finally, Section 5 summarizes findings and outlines
future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Guérin et al. [6] present a survey of possible approaches to aggregate RSVP requests assuming unicast scenarios and cover-
ing issues such as RSVP state management and path characterization. The survey proposes the use of aggregation tunnels, i.e.,
pipes between entry and exit points of a defined aggregation region, i.e., a cloud of routers where regular RSVP messages are
ignored. A similar approach is followed by Berson et al. [8]. They consider unicast and multicast scenarios, focusing also on
RSVP aggregation within an aggregation region. These two approaches are concerned with RSVP scalability: RSVP requires
all the routers on the path of an individual reservation to maintain state dedicated to that reservation. The resulting amount of
state can be overwhelming especially for backbone routers that may have to support a large number of simultaneous requests.
The two proposals reduce the amount of state by aggregating individual requests inside an aggregation region. However, in
both proposals, an aggregation region is typically synonymous with an Autonomous System, i.e., ingress and egress routers are
entry and exit points for the AS, respectively. As a result, neither considers the problem of inter-domain control aggregation,
which is the focus of this paper.
Pan et al. [3] was the first work to explicitly consider the problem of inter-domain aggregation, for which it introduced an
inter-domain signaling protocol, the Border Gateway Reservation Protocol (BGRP). BGRP aggregates control information
by merging requests that have the same destination AS. For each reservation, BGRP sends a pair of control messages along
the path that an aggregate will follow to reach its destination according to BGP rules, i.e., a sink-tree. On each AS along the
path, edge routers keep information regarding the tree each individual reservation belongs to, its sink or root, and the amount
of bandwidth to reserve for the tree. Using a tree has the advantage of avoiding intermediate deaggregation points, i.e., AS’s
between source and destination where individual reservations need to be regenerated. Hence, deaggregation takes place only
at the destination AS. Pan et al. show that BGRP has good performance when compared with RSVP without aggregation.
However, BGRP was not compared to other possible aggregation methods. Hence, assessing its effectiveness as an inter-
domain solution remains an open question. Answering such a question and exploring the space of possible approaches is one
of the motivations of our work.
III. INTER-DOMAIN CONTROL AGGREGATION DEFINITIONS AND TERMINOLOGY
In this section, we introduce some terminology and concepts related with inter-domain control aggregation that will be used
in the next sections. Throughout the document, we consider that an aggregation region or aggregation domain is identified
with an AS. An ingress router is a router placed at the boundary (edge) of an AS, crossed by traffic that enters the AS. An
egress router is a router placed at the boundary of an AS, crossed by traffic that exits the AS. An aggregate represents a group
of requests which can be treated as a single request by edge routers in the path, since they have similar QoS properties. For
instance, requests going to the same destination can be grouped together and treated, in terms of state and processing, as a
single request. An aggregate is named originating if it starts in the current AS; it is named ending if it ends in the current
AS, having therefore to be deaggregated; it is named transient if it is just passing by the current AS. Consequently, aggregates
are characterized by their starting and ending AS’s. An aggregator is a process in charge of processing and possibly merging
4requests as they leave an AS, hence positioned at egress routers. A deaggregator is a process in charge of splitting ending
aggregates into requests, hence positioned at ingress routers. Merging of aggregates takes place when aggregates that share
a segment of the path cross a merging point, as exemplified by Fig.1 (a). Hence, a merging point is an egress router where
aggregates coming from different ingress points can be merged. Such is the case of aggregates A1 and A2 in Fig. 1 (a), that
will be merged originating A3. A branching point is an ingress router where arriving aggregated information will be split,
due to the necessity of having to follow different paths, thus crossing different egress routers, as exemplified by Fig. 1 (b).
Intra-domain links are connections between networking elements inside an AS, while inter-domain links are connections
between neighboring ASs. An AS hop represents an inter-domain hop. An AS  is downstream of an AS  if it is between 
and a destination AS; AS  is upstream of AS  if it is between a source AS and  . First-level aggregation, happens when an
aggregate bundles together individual requests. Multi-level aggregation occurs when an aggregate of level  contains at least
an aggregate of level 
	 .
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Fig. 1. (a) Merging Point: aggregates A1 and A2 entering AS1 through different ingress points will be merged together, forming a single aggregate, A3; (b)
Branching point: aggregate A1 entering AS1 will have to be split into aggregates A2 and A3, since these aggregates will follow different paths
Let’s now consider the network scenario illustrated by Fig. 2, where each circle represents an AS, and A’s and D’s (placed at
edge routers) represent aggregators and deaggregators, respectively. To simplify visualization, let’s consider that traffic flows
only from left to right. In reality, each edge router can be seen as both an ingress and egress point, since links are bidirectional.
Core routers and intra-domain signaling mechanisms are ignored, since this study is about inter-domain aggregation.
Let’s consider that A in AS 1 receives reservation requests from
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Fig. 2. Generic model representation
two sources,  and  , going to  and  in AS 5,
respectively. Let’s suppose that A in AS 1 decides to aggregate
these two requests based on their common destination AS. Thus,
A will send an aggregate (A1) to the corresponding deaggregator
D in AS 5 (green arrows). In terms of resources requested along
the path, this aggregate represents the sum of the bandwidth of
each individual request; in terms of state it can be seen as a single
request.
If the request is accepted along the path, edge routers along the
path maintain information (state) about A1. Along the AS path,
there might be more requests merged into this transient aggregate.
Such is the case of the request sent by ﬀﬂﬁ in AS 3 to ﬃ in AS 5.
Merging of requests results in lowering the state needed to be kept along the path: the built
Outgoing, OIncoming, I
Edge Router
Fig. 3. State at an edge router
aggregate is transmitted between the first aggregator and the last deaggregator, and individual
requests are “hidden” from intermediate routers.
Reservation requests require resources when entering and leaving an AS. Hence, state is
kept at every A and D. We consider that a request, whether individual or aggregate, occupies
one unit of state: if  requests are mapped into 	 aggregate at an A, corresponding state is
! "	 units; when an aggregate that contains  requests is deaggregated at a D, the state occupied is 	# $ ; if an aggregate is
transient, it requires % units of state per A and per D.
Fig. 3 illustrates where state is maintained at an edge router: accounting is done for incoming and outgoing requests.
5Average state, &(' for an edge router  in an AS is given by Eq. 1 , where )* represents state due to incoming reservations and
+
* due to outgoing reservations.
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Correspondingly, the average state for an AS 1 , 324' (Eq. 2) is simply obtained by summing the state of its 5 edge routers.
326-
7
8
*:93;
&,* (2)
Both <2 and &,* are relevant performance measures for a given aggregation scheme. Tracking the amount of state at the
AS level gives an overall measure of performance, while tracking it at the level of routers can help identify variations in the
amount of state that individual routers are required to maintain. For example, an aggregation scheme could achieve a low AS
level amount of state by having state concentrated at a few routers.
In the next section, we use a simple analytical model to explain state accounting for the two aggregation approaches and
the several aggregation algorithms, derived from these approaches.
IV. AGGREGATION APPROACHES AND ALGORITHMS
To describe and compare the aggregation approaches, we use the generic aggregation scenario illustrated in Fig. 4 , where
AS’s 	 to = represent source AS’s and =6 
>? 6	 to =@ 
>A 
B destination AS’s. Between source and destination AS’s,
there is a segment with > AS’s. CD) represents an edge router in charge of ingress operations, i.e., possible deaggregation.
CDE represents an edge router in charge of egress operations, i.e., aggregation.
For ease of understanding and visualization, traffic flows only from left to
D
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Fig. 4. Inter-Domain Aggregation Scenario
right. We assume that each of the source AS’s wants to establish F individual
reservations with each of the destination AS’s and so, the average amount of
requests is F   =   B . In the selected topology, all paths have a size of >A /	
AS hops, where > is a variable that can be set to reflect a typical AS hop count,
e.g., based on a given AS path size distribution. To obtain realistic values for
> , we use the values collected by Telstra [11] and presented in [10]. This data
is based on BGP measurements obtained from five major operators in 2001 and
gathered from a total of 60978 AS. Among other facts, it shows that the current maximum AS path has a size of 10 AS’s. So,
> is less than or equal to nine AS’s, since the biggest path in our scenario has >G H	 AS’s.
In Fig. 4 , accounting of state differs as a function of an AS location. AS’s 	 to B keep state related only with outgoing
reservations (individual and aggregate). AS’s =H I>J "	 to =H I>G IB , which are destination AS’s, keep state due only to
incoming reservations. State accounting for AS’s =I 
	 to =K L> is more complex and depends on the aggregation approach
used.
A. Sink-Tree AS Based Approach
Fig. 5 displays an example of state accounting for the scenario of Fig. 4 when using a sink-tree AS based aggregation
approach, as proposed in BGRP. Requests are aggregated on the basis of their destination AS, so that the resulting aggregate
is in the form of a sink-tree whose root is the destination AS. In other words, all requests with a common destination AS are
mapped onto the same tree, independently of their source AS.
Since each source AS is generating Y individual reservations for each destination AS, we have F   B individual requests
per source AS. Also, each source AS creates N aggregates, because aggregation is based on destination AS’s. Therefore, there
is a total of =   B aggregates entering AS =6 M	 . At this AS, merging of the =   B aggregates takes place based on their
respective destination AS, which results in a total of N outgoing aggregates. Deaggregation occurs only at destination AS’s,
where incoming aggregates are deaggregated into individual reservation requests.
Tab. I details state kept in each AS, showing units both ingress and egress routers, and Eq. 3 gives the global state count for
a sink-tree aggregation approach in this particular scenario.
.N-H=,BPOQ%RF/ $SUT< $SVBW>AL%RB (3)
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Fig. 5. Example of accounting for the sink-tree approach
TABLE I
GLOBAL STATE FOR THE SINK-TREE APPROACH
AS 1 (...) P P+1 P+2 (...) P+K P+K+1 (...) P+K+N
Ingress (IN,OUT) - - - NP, NP N, N N, N N, N 1, YP 1, YP 1, YP
Egress(IN,OUT) YN, N YN, N YN,N NP, N N, N N, N N, N - - -
Total (Y+1)N (Y+1)N (Y+1)N 3NP+N 4N 4N 4N YP+1 YP+1 YP+1
B. Shared AS Segment Based Approach
In this approach, aggregation decisions are made based on the existence of a shared AS path segment between an existing
aggregate and a new reservation. In contrast, the sink-tree approach requires a shared segment that extends all the way to the
destination AS. In the shared segment approach, aggregates are merged only if they share the same end-point, but reservation
requests can be assigned to any aggregate with an ending point upstream of their destination AS. If no such aggregate exists, a
new one is created, having an end-point upstream of the destination AS of the request, i.e., the new aggregate does not need to
extend all the way to the destination AS. The motivation for such flexibility is that shorter aggregates may accommodate more
easily additional future requests. Our expectation is that by aggregating reservation requests that only share a segment of their
path, we can minimize global state to be maintained. The reverse side of this process is that it can result in having multiple
deaggregation points for each request and thus, global state increases. In contrast, in the sink-tree approach individual requests
require only one deaggregation point at the destination AS that rooted the sink-tree. Our goal is to explore if proper selection
of the shared segment size can lead to a solution with better performance than a sink-tree.
P+K+1
P+K+N
K AS
1 Aggregate
1 Aggregate
1 Aggregate
1 Aggregate
1 Aggregate
P Aggregates
Deaggregation
P+KP+1
1
PYN Requests
YN Requests YP Requests
YP Requests
Fig. 6. Example of accounting for the shared segment approach
Fig. 6 exemplifies accounting for the scenario illustrated in Fig. 4 (a), when AS =6 
> is the chosen deaggregation point.
Note that this is the obvious choice in this particular example, but that more complex configurations may not yield such a clear
choice. Tab. II shows the amount of state maintained in each AS when using the shared segment approach, while Eq. 4 gives
global state,   .
<X-"SVFY=,BZ $SV=[ I%\B] $SV>?_^ (4)
7TABLE II
GLOBAL STATE FOR THE SHARED SEGMENT APPROACH
AS 1 (...) P P+1 P+2 (...) P+K P+K+1 (...) P+K+N
Ingress (IN,OUT) - - - P,P 1,1 1,1 1,YPN 1, YP 1, YP 1, YP
Egress(IN,OUT) YN, 1 YN, 1 YN,1 P,1 1,1 1,1 YPN, N - - -
Total YN+1 YN+1 YN+1 3P+1 4 4 2YPN+N+1 YP+1 YP+1 YP+1
Comparing Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 by varying the number of sources, destinations and also the value of > , we can see that the
performance of both the sink-tree and the shared segment approaches experiences variations. We also see that the number of
individual requests per source AS, F , has more impact on state equation   than on   . This means that the shared segment
approach is likely to be more sensitive to the intensity of individual requests than the sink-tree approach.
In order to understand possible variations and also explore how to choose an optimal deaggregation point, we introduce next
two algorithms based on the shared segment approach, and compare them with a sink-tree based algorithm, namely, BGRP.
Biggest Possible Shared Segment (BPS): This algorithm is triggered each time a new reservation request arrives. It then
checks whether or not an adequate aggregate exists. By adequate we mean that the aggregate has to have in common with the
request a segment with a pre-determined size. For instance, if a request has only one AS hop in common with the aggregate,
then aggregating them might bring only a small advantage. In case there are multiple possible aggregates, BPS looks for the
one with the best size, i.e., a size that minimizes the cost of deaggregation.
Choosing an aggregate is, therefore, made based on the Maxi-
AS2 AS3 AS4 AS5
AS1
AS6
Request Y1
Aggregate A1
MinSMaxS
Fig. 7. Shared segment path size for BPS
mum Shared Segment (MaxS) shared with the request. It has also
to take into consideration the Minimum Surplus Segment (MinS),
which corresponds to the remaining path segment from the end
point of the chosen aggregate to the destination AS of the request.
Fig. 7 displays a diagram with MaxS and MinS segments. It illus-
trates an individual request, Y1, originating in AS 2 and ending
in AS 6, that has a possible aggregate candidate A1. A1 starts in
AS 1 and ends in AS 5, three hops ahead of AS 2. MaxS is the
segment between AS 2 and AS 5. MinS is the segment from AS 5 to AS 6.
TABLE III
VALUES OF MAXS, MINS
Request Path Size (RPS) < 5 >= 5, <= 10 > 10
MaxS `ba cVdVegfih `a jgdVeVfih `ba kUdVegfUh
MinS `ba lVdVegfih `a mVdVeVfih `ba nidVegfUh
Values for MaxS and MinS are shown in Tab. III. They were chosen having in mind a typical path size based on the path
distribution mentioned in Section IV. If there is no aggregate with the required characteristics, a new one is created with a
size equal to MaxS. Tab. IV details state kept per AS when using BPS in the context of the topology of Fig. 4. The value of >
TABLE IV
BPS STATE PER AS
AS 1 (...) P P+1 (...) Deaggregator, D (...) P+K+1 (...) P+K+N
Ingress (IN,OUT) - - - P,P 1,1 1,YPN N, N 1, YP 1, YP 1, YP
Egress(IN,OUT) YN, 1 YN, 1 N,1 P,1 1,1 YPN,N N, N - - -
Total YN+1 YN+1 N+1 3P+1 4 2YPN+N+1 4*N YP+1 YP+1 YP+1
determines the location of AS  , where the intermediate deaggregator is placed. For 	,oI>po
q , Eq. 5 gives the position of
8AS D.
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According to Eq. 5, there are only two deaggregation locations: AS D and the destination. But as indicated in Eq. 6, the
total amount of state  ﬃ varies based on the position of D relative to the destination AS’s.
<ﬃX-r
SVFY=,BZ $SV=/$%\BZ I%\BW>Z I%\>AL%v'z>G H	o"w
SgFY=,BZ PSg=6_gBZ K%RBW>Z K%R>G $S0'zw{[>G H	{@	}
(6)
BPS has the advantage of choosing deaggregation points that take into account the path size of requests. However, it is
sensitive to the order and characteristics of requests that trigger the establishment of new aggregates. For example, if the first
requests arriving to an aggregator have small path sizes, the corresponding initial aggregates will be short, which will lead to
a small number of aggregates, but possibly to many deaggregation points. However, if initial requests have large path sizes,
then initial aggregates will tend to have also large path sizes, which will result in less deaggregation points, but possibly more
aggregates.
Segments with ’Weighted’ Deaggregation Point (WDS): This algorithm intends to remedy the deficiency of BPS in limiting
aggregate path sizes due to the path size of the first requests received, by including information on the likelihood that a
given AS will be a termination point for many future requests. Specifically, WDS assumes that AS’s with a larger number of
downstream neighbor AS’s are more likely to be deaggregation points. This makes such AS’s better candidates for being the
end-point of an aggregate, and is combined with the distance from the aggregation point when deciding how to create new
aggregates. In other words, the aggregator computes a weight, 2 , for each AS 1 of each path request, based on the number
of downstream AS neighbors and the distance from the aggregator to AS 1 . It then chooses as deaggregation point the AS
with the biggest weight. Eq. 7 defines 2 , where 5 represents a downstream neighbor of 1 and  represents the distance
from the origin AS to 1 , given in AS hops:
2@-
8

5
 
z'ig'b1 (7)
There are two special cases for the algorithm. The first occurs when two AS’s yield the same weight value. In this case,
the algorithm chooses the AS nearest to the destination. The second occurs when the destination AS is a leaf, i.e., it has no
downstream neighbors. For this case, the algorithm assumes that 5  -u	 .
Tab. VI displays the amount of state kept per AS in the scenario of Fig. 4 , when using WDS. In this scenario, AS > is
always selected as the deaggregation point, since it yields the largest weight. Total state for WDS, 3Ł , is given in Eq. 8.

Ł
-"SVFY=,BZ $SV=[ I%\B] $SV>?_^ (8)
TABLE V
WDS STATE PER AS
AS 1 (...) P P+1 P+2 (...) P+K P+K+1 (...) P+K+N
Ingress (IN,OUT) - - - P,P 1,1 1,1 1,YPN 1, YP 1, YP 1, YP
Egress(IN,OUT) YN, 1 YN, 1 YN,1 P,1 1,1 1,1 YPN, N - - -
Total YN+1 YN+1 YN+1 3P+1 4 4 2YPN+N+1 YP+1 YP+1 YP+1
The major drawback of WDS is that it has to know beforehand the number of downstream neighbors for each AS. This
information has to be kept and updated at each aggregator. Nevertheless, WDS has the advantage of choosing deaggregation
points that are less sensitive to the characteristics of individual requests and the order in which they are received.
9C. Multi-Level Segment Aggregation with ’Weighted’ Deaggregation Point (MLWDS)
The two previous algorithms can reduce the number of aggregates created when compared with the sink-tree approach.
However, they introduce the cost of having to keep information about requests mapped to an aggregate at locations upstream
of destination AS’s. This cost might increase significantly global state and hence, the reduction of aggregates provided by the
use of a shared segment approach might not be enough to achieve an optimal aggregation method. Therefore, the problem
is having to keep information about individual individual requests at intermediate deaggregation locations. This cost can be
avoided if instead of performing first-level aggregation, an algorithm performs multi-level aggregation: intermediate locations
won’t need to keep information about individual requests, only about aggregates.
MLWDS is an algorithm that performs second-level aggrega-
1
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Fig. 8. Aggregation with MLWDS
tion at source AS’s, by first creating in each source an aggregate
to the AS destination and then aggregating it into a second-level
aggregate, created according to the algorithm WDS, i.e., having as
destination an AS upstream of the AS destination of the request.
MLWDS behavior is illustrated by Fig. 8 , where dashed lines rep-
resent first level aggregates. In AS 1, there are two sources that
want to establish reservations with destinations in AS’s 6 and 7.
Then, MLWDS creates 	 and % , first-level aggregates that end in AS’s 6 and 7, respectively. Then, MLWDS creates a
second-level aggregate, X , at AS 1, following WDS rules. Hence, X destination will be AS 5. X , represented by the
rectangle between AS’s 1 and 5, is a second-level aggregate unto which A1 and A2 are mapped. Therefore, between AS 1 and
5 edge routers keep only state due to  . AS 5 keeps information about  at ingress and about Y	 and A % at egress, since
these aggregates have as destination AS’s downstream of AS 5. It should be noticed that in this example, aggregates A1 and
A2 will not be reaggregated. However, in more complex scenarios, it is most likely that multi-level aggregation will occur at
locations upstream of the destination AS of the request.
Considering that AS 8 also wants to establish reservations with AS 7, then it will have to create an aggregate, NS , having
as destination AS 8. When reaching AS 3, a merging point, NS will be reaggregated with  . Hence, AS 4 will only keep
information regarding  .
The idea behind MLWDS is that it is most likely that an AS source receives more than one request destined to the same
destination AS. However, since the shared-segment approach minimizes the number of aggregates created, MLWDS will
create a second-level aggregation, to avoid the cost of deaggregating to the level of individual requests in intermediate requests.
There is an exception in the behavior of MLWDS: if, according to the rules of WDS, the best deaggregation location of an
aggregate is the destination AS, then MLWDS won’t perform second-level aggregation for that aggregate.
Considering again Fig. 4 , Tab. IV details state kept per AS when using MLWDS. Global state for MLWDS, < , is given by
Eq. 9.
3X-6%\FY=,BZ PSg=" Pg=,Bs I%\BZ PSg>?L^ (9)
In Tab. IV, we can see that state due to individual requests is now only kept at sources and destinations.
TABLE VI
MLWDS STATE PER AS
AS 1 (...) P P+1 P+2 (...) P+K P+K+1 (...) P+K+N
Ingress (IN,OUT) - - - P,P 1,1 1,1 1,PN 1, YP 1, YP 1, YP
Egress(IN,OUT) YN, N+1 YN, N+1 YN,N+1 P,1 1,1 1,1 PN, N - - -
Total YN+N+1 YN+N+1 YN+N+1 3P+1 4 4 2PN+N+1 YP+1 YP+1 YP+1
In the next section, we give a brief comparison of the four algorithms for the scenario presented.
D. A Comparison Example
In this section we present a simple comparison of BGRP, BPS, WDS, and MLWDS in terms of the state they require for the
configuration of Fig. 4 . We aim to show changes in state due to the variation of the number of sources, destinations, and the
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size of the segment between sources and destinations, > . Hence, > is varied between 1 and 10, while = , B , and F are taken
to be between 1 and  , a large value.
Tab. VII details the possible combinations of = , B , F , and > in terms of Eq. 3, Eq. 6, and Eq. 8.
TABLE VII
GLOBAL STATE COMPARISON, /b
ROW P N Y K BGRP BPS WDS MLWDS
1 Small Small Small 1 hc h
m
c h
n
c h3
10 hnn h
m
nn h
n
#nQn h3#n

2 Small Small Large 1 h  l h
m
 n h
n
 n h < l 
10 h  l h
m
 n h
n
 n h < l 
3 Small Large Small 1 h  c h
m
 n
h
n
 k 
h  j
10 h  nQn h
m


k  h
n
 k 
h  j
4 Small Large Large 1 h  l lz¡ k h
m
 n
l
h
n
 n
lz¡
l  h < l 
lz¡


10 h  l l ¡ nl  h
m
 n
l ¡

l  h
n
 n
l ¡
l  h < l 
l ¡


5 Large Small Small 1 h

k h
m

c  h
n

c  h

 
10 h

k h
m

c  h
n

c  h

 
6 Large Small Large 1 h  l l ¡ n  h
m

n
l
¡
n  h
n

n
l
¡
n h
<
l 
l
¡
j
10 h  l l ¡ n  h
m

n
l
¡
n  h
n

n
l
¡
n h
<
l 
l
¡
j
7 Large Large Small 1 h

k
l
¡
l h
m

n
l
¡
n  h
n

n
l
¡
k  h

j
l
¡
k 
10 h

k
l
¡
mQc  h
m

n
l
¡

k  h
n

n
l
¡
k  h

j
l
¡
k 
8 Large Large Large 1 h  l m ¡ n  l ¡ l h
m

n
m
¡
n  h
n

n
m
¡
k  h
<
l 
m
¡
m 
l
¡
k 
10 h  l mz¡ n  l0¡ mQc  h
m

n
mz¡

k  h
n

n
mz¡
k  h
<
l 
mz¡
m 
lz¡
k 
If we look at row one in Tab. VII, we see that when there is a small number of source (P) and destination (N) AS’s, as
well as a small number of requests (Y), the four algorithms show similar performance, which means that none of the varied
parameters, when referring to small quantities, has significant impact on the behavior of the algorithms. Still considering a
small number of sources and destinations, but increasing the load of requests (row two), both MLWDS and BGRP require less
state than the other two algorithms: this happens because MLWDS and BGRP keep state of individual reservations only at
source and destination AS’s, while BPS and WDS add to this the cost of having to keep information about individual requests
at one intermediate deaggregation point. When > changes from 1 to 10, the amount of state for any of the algorithms remains
constant, which shows that the value of > in this particular configuration does not influence significantly the average global
state required by any of the algorithms.
If we keep the number of sources low, but increase the number of destinations (row three), BGRP presents worse perfor-
mance when compared with any of the other three algorithms. This happens, because BGRP state depends on the number of
destination AS’s. Also, in this scenario, WDS and MLWDS performance is approximate, because they choose an intermediate
deaggregation point and the number of requests is small. But, if we increase again the amount of reservation requests (row
four), then MLWDS performs better than the other three algorithms. WDS and BPS show similar performance, which is worse
than BGRP or MLWDS: in the current configuration, WDS and BPS have to keep close to twice the amount of state needed
by BGRP.
Changing the configuration by introducing a large number of sources and a small number of destinations (row five), as well
as low intensity of requests, then the four algorithms show a close performance, even though BGRP is the algorithm requiring
less state. The value of > is not significant under this configuration, since whether > is equal to 1 or 10, the value of global
state remains approximately the same. When increasing the intensity of requests (row six), WDS and BPS performance
decays: they need to keep close to the double of the amount of state of BGRP or MLWDS. Once again, state required for any
of the algorithms does not depend on the value of > , since whether we equal > to 1 or to 10, state remains the same.
In a configuration with a large number of sources and destinations but small amount of requests (row seven), both MLWDS
and BGRP require more state than BPS or WDS, because deaggregation is not optimized along the segment between sources
and destinations. BPS and WDS show close performance again, even though that BPS also depends on the value of K, while
WDS does not. Increasing the number of requests (row eight), we get similar results, even though that the global amount of
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state is higher, for any of the algorithms.
From this specific example, we can infer some preliminary conclusions. First, the intensity of requests is a factor of major
importance for the performance of aggregation procedures: any of the algorithms suffers considerable performance variations
when increasing the intensity of requests. Second, both the proposal of multi-level aggregation based on shared segments, and
the sink-tree approach appear to be less sensitive to configurations with high number of requests, which seems to indicate that
using intermediate deaggregation points for the case of first-level aggregation result in having a high cost of state along a path.
Third, the shared-segment approach requires less amount of state due to aggregates, since it reduces the amount of aggregates
generated. Fourth, shared segment second-level aggregation seems as a reasonable solution to achieve isolation of individual
requests in intermediate locations of a path.
In the next section, we present simulations that explore in further detail the behavior of BGRP, BPS, WDS, and MLWDS.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The analytical model developed in section IV demonstrates state accounting by means of a particular scenario, highlighting
the impact that different factors have in the overall state of a network. Factors that we considered were the amount of
individual requests, number of source and destinations AS’s, as well as size of segments shared by requests between their
sources and destinations. However, when considering heterogeneous networks such as the Internet, there are other factors that
might influence state to be kept, such as traffic distribution, or the average duration of reservations. Hence, to understand the
behavior of the algorithms under realistic scenarios, we carry out simulations by using the network simulator version 2 [12].
The topologies used to create the various scenarios are generated by BRITE [1], a topology generator with the ability of
creating AS-level topologies. We model the arrival of requests as a Poisson process with exponential distributed lifetime mean
¢
, and arrival rate of £ requests per second. For each simulation scenario and for different values of ¢ , £ is kept constant to
allow a consistent comparison of the algorithms, according to the traffic intensity formula for an ¤H¥ﬂ¤H¥R¦ model [7], since for
the case of state accounting, blocking overhead is negligible. To apprehend the influence of the average duration of requests in
the overall state, we use three different types of requests: short-lived reservation requests (SLR) with an average exponential
duration of 20 s, long-lived requests (LLR) with an average duration of 120 s, and a mix of 50% SLR, 50% LLR, that stands
for a particular example of mixed traffic (MLR).
To distribute requests across topologies and since there
l0 l1
S0 S1 Sn
D0 D1 Dn
AS0 AS1 ASn
Fig. 9. Generic topology model
is no current information regarding traffic distribution in
the Internet, we apply two different distribution methods:
an homogeneous and a hotspot method. In the former,
source AS’s are chosen randomly and destinations are placed
according to the distribution of addresses by AS distance
mentioned in section IV. In the latter, we use the concept
of hotspot, i.e., an AS with higher incidence of traffic than
the others. For each simulation, state accounting is done
both at the AS and edge router level by gathering statistic dynamically for incoming and outgoing reservations: minimum,
average and maximum values are updated each time the corresponding variable suffers a change, calculated according to the
formulas presented in Appendix B. With the values obtained, minimum, average, and maximum state per router and per AS
are computed with a 95% confidence level. Each simulation experiment has a duration of 1800 s, and data obtained is only
considered after an warm-up period of 300 s, to assure that we obtain steady-state results. Also, to achieve universal and
independent results, each experiment has been repeated several times using different random number seeds.
A. Simple Flat and Hierarchical Topologies
For the first experiment, we use the topology illustrated by Fig. 9, which was first introduced in the BGRP proposal. This
is a generic topology model, useful to model simple but different topologies, that help to show relevant differences in the
behavior of the algorithms.
In Fig. 9, each AS § represents a transit AS. <¨ represents a group of source AS’s and (¨ a group of destination AS’s
directly connected with AS § , 	Do[§©oK5'z5ª-«	} . This models a topology where any path has a size less than or equal to ten
AS’s. Each of the source AS’s in  ¨ sends one reservation to each of the destination AS’s in  ¨ . This model allows to create
different kinds of topologies:
¬ flat topologies, where for for each AS § , ­| ¨ -6­ ¨ ;
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¬ hierarchical topologies, where ­|<¨ and ­(¨ vary; this property allows to create topologies with more sources and
destinations in the edges - heavy tailed - or in the interior. So, portions of the topology contribute more than others in
terms of requests.
This generic topology is used to model two different scenarios, one that uses a flat topology and one that uses a hierarchical
topology, described next.
Flat Topology: This scenario illustrates the algorithms behavior for a simple flat topology. Each transit AS § is directly
connected to five source and five destination AS’s: ­| ¨ -M­ ¨ -@wi'U	Yo">®oM	~} , and each source is sending a request for
each destination.This makes a total of wR}   w\}Y-/%gw\}g} requests.
Fig. 12 shows state kept for each of the algorithms in the form of two charts, one that plots state along the path due to
individual reservations, both at ingress and egress, and one that plots state along the path due to aggregates, both at ingress
and egress. If we look at the charts related with state due to individual reservations for BGRP (a) and MLWDS (d), they
show that BGRP and MLWDS require the same state, kept only at source and destination AS’s. However, BPS (b) and
WDS (c) require the same number of units of state at source and destinations, but they also need to keep state about individual
reservations at intermediate AS’s, which increases the global state. Comparing the charts that plot state due to aggregates,
BGRP is the algorithm that requires more state.
These results corroborate the fact that the shared segment approach reduces the number of aggregates created, when com-
pared with the sink-tree approach. However, they do not give any information about the isolation of the algorithms from the
intensity of requests. Hence, using the same scenario, we increase the intensity of requests in each source of <¨ to FJ-G	}
reservations. We are introducing F , the factor intensity of requests.
In Fig. 13 , looking at the charts related with individual requests, each source and destination AS have to keep 500 units of
state, for any of the algorithms. BPS and WDS also keep state related with individual reservations at intermediate locations.
But, these quantities are higher than the ones presented in Fig. 12 , since the intensity of requests increased. Due to this, the
decay in the performance of BPS and WDS is significant. However, that is not the case for BGRP and MLWDS, which present
a similar performance in both scenarios, hence corroborating that both BGRP and MLWDS achieve a fair isolation from the
intensity of requests.
Hierarchical Topology: To check if the distribution of requests influences heavily the algorithms, we change the distribution
of source and destination AS’s in the topology of Fig. 9 . In this scenario, the distribution of <¨ and (¨ is:
r
­|<¨,-6­4(¨,-«	g'>¯o
±°Z>p²I^
­4.¨D-@­4(¨D-«	R	g'v!{I>p{[^
Thus, there is a total of 50 sources and 50 destinations, sending a total of 2500 requests again, as in the previous scenario.
However, in the former all transit AS’s would have the same number of requests going by, while in the current scenario interior
AS’s are crossed by more requests. Fig. 14 shows again two different charts per algorithm, one that plots state due to individual
requests and one that plots state due to aggregate requests. Regarding state due to individual reservations, BGRP and MLWDS
present the same results, since they keep individual requests information only at source and destination AS’s. BPS and WDS
show quite different results, however. If we look at the charts that plot state due to aggregates, we see that WDS reduces
drastically the number of aggregates and that BGRP still creates more aggregates than WDS. The different results show us
that any of the algorithms is influenced by the placement of requests across a topology.
As in the previous scenario, we want to assess the isolation of the algorithms from the factor intensity of requests under
these circumstances. Hence, we increase again the number of requests per source to F³-®	~} . Fig. 14 shows the results,
where we see that any of the algorithms is influenced by the intensity of requests, since state due to individual requests
increases proportionally to the intensity of requests. From this experiment, we conclude that the factor intensity of requests
has significant influence in state kept and also, that BGRP and MLWDS are the algorithms that show better isolation from this
factor.
B. Tree Topology
In this experiment, we employ a particular tree topology illustrated by Fig. ??, where nodes represent AS’s. We aim to
epitomize the behavior of each algorithm for the cases of both a source-tree and a destination-tree scenario, since these
scenarios are of major importance to understand where the critical locations in terms of state are placed in a path, due to the
aggregation algorithm chosen.
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Source-Tree: To devise the source-tree experiment, a unique source AS, node 0, sends requests to every other node,
according to the homogeneous distribution method. In the tree, the maximum path size is five, since this is the current average
path size in the Internet. Fig. 16 outlines state per AS at ingress and egress for each algorithm, when requests are of type
SLR and when £[-?w\}R}g} requests/s. If we look at the first chart related with each algorithm (chart that plots state related
with individual requests), we can identify easily the source and destinations: the source keeps state only at egress, while
destinations keep state only at ingress. For BPS (b) and WDS (c) we can also spot the intermediate deaggregation points, since
they keep state due to individual requests.
Comparing the second chart of each of the algorithms (chart that plots state due to aggregates), we see that BGRP (a) re-
quires in average twice the units of state than the other algorithms for the aggregates it creates. Also, even though MLWDS (d)
creates more aggregates at the source than either WDS or BPS, through the remainder path it also requires less units of state
per AS, due to aggregates. Therefore, from a global perspective, MLWDS is the algorithm that requires less state, because it
only deaggregates at the destination, as BGRP, and also because it lowers the number of aggregates created. BPS and WDS
also lower the number of aggregates created, but add to this the cost of having to maintain state due to individual reservations
at the intermediate deaggregation points, AS 4 and 8: these AS’s keep state due to ending aggregates but also due to their
mapped individual requests, increasing the global amount of state required. Another remark that we can make by observing
Fig. 16 is that any algorithm requires the same amount of state at destination AS’s.
Sink-Tree: Let us now typify the behavior of the algorithms in a sink-tree scenario, being the only destination AS repre-
sented by node 0. Nodes 1 to 16 represent possible sources requesting reservations to node 0, according to the homogeneous
traffic distribution method. Fig. 17 depicts state across the topology for BGRP (a), BPS b), WDS (c), and MLWDS (d) when
requests are of type SLR and £I-Zw\}g}R} requests/s. Likewise to the source-tree scenario, we spot sources, destinations and
intermediate deaggregation locations by looking at the charts that plot state due to individual reservations for each algorithm.
However, in terms of aggregates, there is a major difference for this scenario: while BPS still chooses intermediate deag-
gregation points, both WDS and MLWDS choose as only deaggregation points the destinations. Hence, BGRP, WDS and
MLWDS have the same performance. Another major difference from the previous experiment is that for this scenario there is
no reduction of aggregates. These results are in compliance with the fact that a sink-tree scenario is a best-case for BGRP.
C. Internet-like Topologies
The previous simulations exemplify how algorithms behave in specific topologies, by pointing out state required both by
aggregates and individual requests. Simulations in this section investigate the performance of the algorithms on Internet-like
topologies. First, we devise a scenario where one hotspot AS is placed randomly in a topology. Because we want to assess
the impact of having a high intensity of requests either entering or leaving an AS, we devise two specific cases of hotspots: a
source and a destination hotspot AS.
Source Hotspot Scenario: The source hotspot scenario is emulated by placing randomly a source hotspot in the topology
illustrated by Fig. 11 (a): the hotspot AS generates 60% of the requests to different destinations. Remaining requests come
from sources scattered across the topology and destinations are chosen by the homogeneous traffic distribution method.
Looking at Tab. VIII, which details state per AS and per router in terms of minimum, average, and maximum, we verify
that MLR requests need the highest amount of state, when using any of the three algorithms. This happens because requests
arrive and are served at different intervals, which implies more updates in terms of state.
SLR requests demand higher average and maximum state quantities, when compared to LLR requests: because requests are
short-lived, aggregates are more often torn and created.
BGRP and MLWDS performance is similar for any type of requests: even though that MLWDS creates most likely more
aggregates per source, it reduces the average number of aggregates created, achieving the same performance of BGRP. WDS,
which creates less aggregates, suffers the cost of using several intermediate deaggregation locations, having the worst per-
formance of the four algorithms. BPS has the lowest performance, also due to the amount of state kept in intermediate
deaggregation points. Confidence intervals show us that BPS is the algorithm with a higher variation of state. However, it
should be noticed that BPS also reduces the number of aggregates created when compared with BGRP.
To grasp the influence of the intensity of requests in the performance of the algorithms, we repeat this experiment for
different values of £.´ The evolution of average state for different values of ¢ when increasing £ , for the four algorithms, is
plotted in Fig. 18. Comparing the charts of the four algorithms, BGRP (a) and MLWDS (d) present a similar evolution of
state units with the increase of the intensity of requests, even though MLWDS requires slightly less state with the increase of
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Fig. 11. Internet-like topologies: (a) is used in the hotspot experiments; (b) is used in the homogeneous traffic experiment
TABLE VIII
AVERAGE STATE PER AS FOR THE SOURCE HOTSPOT SCENARIO, µX¶·¸¸¸ REQUESTS/S
¢
SCOPE VARIABLE BGRP (Avg/ 95% CI) BPS (Avg / 95% CI) WDS (Avg/ 95% CI) MLWDS (Avg/ 95% CI) ifVh
i¹Uegf º»
h
i¹UeVf ¼#½\º»
h
i¹UeVf
20s AS Min 441.52 437.65, 445.39 663.34 617.55, 709.13 524.86 500.77, 548.95 436.76 432.70, 440.82 1.5 1.19 0.99
(SLR) Avg 571.51 570.36, 572.66 835.14 788.87, 881.41 684.04 658.19, 709.90 566.16 565.35, 566.96 1.46 1.2 0.99
Max 704.26 702.64, 705.88 1013.54 963.30, 1063.78 859.15 830.33, 887.97 697.95 696.42, 699.48 1.44 1.22 0.99
Router Min 55.19 54.71, 55.67 82.92 77.19, 88.64 65.61 62.60, 68.62 54.60 54.09, 55.10 1.5 1.19 0.99
Avg 71.44 71.29, 71.58 104.39 98.61, 110.18 85.51 82.27, 88.74 70.77 70.67, 70.87 1.46 1.2 0.99
Max 88.03 87.83, 88.24 126.69 120.41, 132.97 107.39 103.79, 111.00 87.24 87.05, 87.44 1.44 1.22 0.99
50% 20s AS Min 658.88 652.65, 665.11 1000.90 959.64, 1042.16 812.78 729.86, 895.70 653.61 647.15, 660.07 1.52 1.23 0.99
50% 120s Avg 781.42 778.32, 784.52 1169.33 1125.36, 1213.30 966.67 871.84, 1061.49 776.25 773.12, 779.38 1.5 1.24 0.99
(MLR) Max 903.52 901.57, 905.47 1336.43 1292.80, 1380.06 1123.54 1017.40, 1229.68 898.31 896.38, 900.24 1.48 1.24 0.99
Router Min 82.36 81.58, 83.14 125.11 119.95, 130.27 101.60 91.23, 111.96 81.70 80.89, 82.51 1.52 1.23 0.99
Avg 97.68 97.29, 98.06 146.17 140.67, 151.66 120.83 108.98, 132.69 97.03 96.64, 97.42 1.5 1.24 0.99
Max 112.94 112.70, 113.18 167.05 161.60, 172.51 140.44 127.18, 153.71 112.29 112.05, 112.53 1.48 1.24 0.99
120 s AS Min 460.87 458.58, 463.16 688.90 660.75, 717.05 539.01 518.24, 559.78 456.30 453.96, 458.64 1.49 1.17 0.99
(LLR) Avg 564.08 561.07, 567.08 826.98 797.99, 855.96 664.46 641.22, 687.70 559.33 555.93, 562.72 1.47 1.18 0.99
Max 663.89 661.40, 666.38 960.85 928.82, 992.88 792.69 767.90, 817.48 658.83 656.60, 661.06 1.45 1.19 0.99
Router Min 57.61 57.32, 57.89 86.11 82.59, 89.63 67.38 64.78, 69.97 57.04 56.74, 57.33 1.49 1.17 0.99
Avg 70.51 70.13, 70.89 103.37 99.75, 107.00 83.06 80.15, 85.96 69.92 69.49, 70.34 1.47 1.18 0.99
Max 82.99 82.68, 83.30 120.11 116.10, 124.11 99.09 95.99, 102.19 82.35 82.08, 82.63 1.45 1.19 0.99
requests. This results means that MLWDS behaves better for scenarios with high intensity of requests. Even though WDS (c)
presents a linear evolution with the increase of the intensity of requests, its performance decays, since it needs to keep state
due to individual requests at intermediate locations. BPS (b) is the algorithm that requires more state, and also the one more
affected by the intensity of requests. Also, looking at the values plotted when £ª-Mw\}g}R} requests/s, we attest that BPS shows
higher state oscillations than BGRP, WDS or MLWDS for requests of type SLR, which indicates that this algorithm is more
sensitive to short-lived requests.
Destination Hotspot Scenario: The destination hotspot experiment is emulated by again placing randomly a hotspot in
the topology. However this hotspot now represents a destination with a high incidence of requests: it receives 60% of the
whole requests. The remaining 40% requests are placed by the homogeneous traffic distribution, being the sources scattered
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across the topology. Tab. IX shows state per AS for this scenario, when £-«w\}g}R} requests/s. The first evidence presented is
that BGRP and MLWDS achieve similar performance, independently of the duration of requests. BPS and WDS experience
deterioration up to 30% when compared with BGRP, possibly because the number of deaggregation points chosen increased.
TABLE IX
AVERAGE STATE PER AS FOR THE DESTINATION HOTSPOT SCENARIO, µX¶¾·¸¸¸ REQUESTS/S
¢
SCOPE VARIABLE BGRP (Avg/ 95% CI) BPS (Avg/ 95% CI) WDS (Avg/ 95% CI) MLWDS (Avg/ 95% CI) ifVh
i¹VeVf
ºy»
h
i¹Uegf
¼½\º»
h
i¹UeVf
20s AS Min 443.29 438.07, 448.51 601.79 442.10, 761.48 497.27 474.85, 519.69 437.86 432.74, 442.98 1.36 1.12 0.99
(SLR) Avg 570.94 567.82, 574.05 760.21 589.74, 930.68 648.19 624.13, 672.25 566.23 563.64, 568.82 1.33 1.14 0.99
Max 702.99 699.32, 706.66 930.69 747.74, 1113.64 817.13 788.42, 845.84 698.66 695.45, 701.87 1.32 1.16 0.99
Router Min 55.41 54.76, 56.06 75.22 55.26, 95.18 62.16 59.36, 64.96 54.73 54.09, 55.37 1.36 1.12 0.99
Avg 71.37 70.98, 71.76 95.03 73.72, 116.34 81.02 78.02, 84.03 70.78 70.46, 71.10 1.33 1.14 0.99
Max 87.87 87.41, 88.33 116.34 93.47, 139.21 102.14 98.55, 105.73 87.33 86.93, 87.73 1.32 1.16 0.99
50% 20s AS Min 651.51 643.86, 659.16 799.28 607.99, 990.57 750.82 713.96, 787.68 646.98 639.60, 654.36 1.23 1.15 0.99
50% 120s Avg 778.46 774.91, 782.01 955.31 747.90, 1162.71 902.55 854.20, 950.89 773.73 770.29, 777.16 1.23 1.16 0.99
(MLR) Max 897.04 890.67, 903.41 1103.40 889.17, 1317.63 1051.24 993.18, 1109.30 892.51 886.13, 898.89 1.23 1.17 0.99
Router Min 81.44 80.48, 82.40 99.91 76.00, 123.82 93.85 89.24, 98.46 80.87 79.95, 81.79 1.23 1.15 0.99
Avg 97.31 96.86, 97.75 119.41 93.49, 145.34 112.82 106.78, 118.86 96.72 96.29, 97.14 1.23 1.16 0.99
Max 112.13 111.33, 112.93 137.93 111.15, 164.70 131.41 124.15, 138.66 111.56 110.77, 112.36 1.23 1.17 0.99
120 s AS Min 459.40 454.09, 464.71 612.98 496.14, 729.82 523.55 503.62, 543.48 454.38 449.10, 459.66 1.33 1.14 0.99
(LLR) Avg 564.98 561.97, 567.98 746.63 620.24, 873.02 649.22 627.38, 671.06 559.87 556.71, 563.04 1.32 1.15 0.99
Max 665.53 662.86, 668.20 876.43 745.72, 1007.14 775.39 750.16, 800.62 660.69 657.82, 663.56 1.32 1.17 0.99
Router Min 57.43 56.76, 58.09 76.62 62.02, 91.23 65.44 62.95, 67.93 56.80 56.14, 57.46 1.33 1.14 0.99
Avg 70.62 70.25, 71.00 93.33 77.53, 109.13 81.15 78.42, 83.88 69.98 69.59, 70.38 1.32 1.15 0.99
Max 83.19 82.86, 83.52 109.55 93.21, 125.89 96.92 93.77, 100.08 82.59 82.23, 82.95 1.32 1.17 0.99
To perceive the evolution of state with the increase of the intensity of requests, we repeated the simulation for different
values of £ and Fig. 19 plots the results obtained, where once again is visible that the pattern of behavior of BGRP and
MLWDS is similar, corroborating the values detailed in Tab. IX. BPS and WDS require always a higher number of state units.
Also, in this scenario, BPS seems to experience more oscillations with the increase of £ , as can be clearly observed for the
particular case of £-6w\}g}R} requests/s.
D. Homogeneous Traffic
The hotspot experiments allow us to conclude that having an AS with higher incidence of requests impacts the performance
of the algorithms. However, we cannot assess the effect of having an AS with high incidence of requests in the overall state,
without further evaluating the algorithms in scenarios where there are no hotspots. Hence, the next experiment exemplifies
BGRP, BPS, WDS, and MLWDS behavior in a topology with no hotspots. We use a larger AS level topology, illustrated by
Fig. 11 (b) , where requests are distributed by the homogeneous method.
Tab. X displays average state per AS for the algorithms, when £K-ZwR}R}R} requests/s, showing that MLR requests demand
the highest state values for any of the four algorithms. The pattern behavior of BGRP and MLWDS is still approximate, but
MLWDS presents slightly better performance. BPS and WDS show a performance decay up to 30% when compared with
BGRP, and BPS is the algorithm that shows more performance deterioration.
The simulation was repeated for different values of £ , as shown in Fig. ??. Results obtained are in accordance with the ones
from previous experiments: BGRP and MLWDS show close performance, being MLWDS the algorithm that requires less
global state. WDS and BPS performance is similar, but BPS shows more variations in state with the increase of the intensity
of requests.
Comparing Tab. IX , Tab. VIII , and Tab. X , BGRP and MLWDS achieve similar performance, even though MLWDS is
sloghtly better (1%). BPS and WDS performance varies, being always worse than the one from either BGRP or MLWDS,
independently of the duration or intensity of requests.
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TABLE X
AVERAGE STATE FOR THE HOMOGENEOUS TRAFFIC SCENARIO, µX¶·¸¸¸ REQUESTS/S
¢
SCOPE VARIABLE BGRP (Avg/95% CI) BPS (Avg/95% CI) WDS (Avg/95% CI) WDS (Avg/95% CI) ifUh
i¹UeVf
º»
h
i¹VeVf
¼½\º»
h
i¹Uegf
20s AS Min 242.10 241.44, 242.76 322.87 315.60, 330.14 267.87 266.65, 269.10 237.84 236.33, 239.36 1.33 1.11 0.98
(SLR) Avg 373.32 372.71, 373.94 479.80 471.62, 487.99 415.80 415.50, 416.11 385.92 382.67, 389.16 1.29 1.11 1.03
Max 506.21 504.77, 507.66 660.60 650.62, 670.59 569.67 567.48, 571.86 539.98 533.07, 546.90 1.30 1.13 1.07
Router Min 30.26 30.18, 30.34 40.36 39.45, 41.27 33.48 33.33, 33.64 29.73 29.54, 29.92 1.33 1.11 0.98
Avg 46.67 46.59, 46.74 59.98 58.95, 61.00 51.98 51.94, 52.01 48.24 47.83, 48.64 1.29 1.11 1.03
Max 63.28 63.10, 63.46 82.58 81.33, 83.82 71.21 70.93, 71.48 67.50 66.63, 68.36 1.30 1.13 1.07
50% 20s AS Min 350.00 347.74, 352.25 478.76 469.41, 488.11 422.21 418.82, 425.60 334.54 331.81, 337.26 1.37 1.21 0.96
50% 120s Avg 460.30 459.00, 461.59 622.20 613.45, 630.96 555.62 553.36, 557.88 446.60 444.20, 449.00 1.35 1.21 0.97
(SLR) Max 567.41 566.04, 568.78 775.35 766.40, 784.29 688.00 684.86, 691.14 557.09 554.26, 559.93 1.37 1.21 0.98
Router Min 43.75 43.47, 44.03 59.85 58.68, 61.01 52.78 52.35, 53.20 41.82 41.48, 42.16 1.37 1.21 0.96
Avg 57.54 57.38, 57.70 77.78 76.68, 78.87 69.45 69.17, 69.74 55.83 55.53, 56.13 1.35 1.21 0.97
Max 70.93 70.76, 71.10 96.92 95.80, 98.04 86.00 85.61, 86.39 69.64 69.28, 69.99 1.37 1.21 0.98
120 s AS Min 266.31 264.42, 268.20 337.17 328.87, 345.46 296.24 293.09, 299.38 251.63 250.13, 253.13 1.27 1.11 0.94
(LLR) Avg 363.54 362.21, 364.87 456.16 448.87, 463.44 408.54 406.50, 410.58 351.22 349.83, 352.60 1.25 1.12 0.97
Max 459.80 457.75, 461.85 586.40 579.23, 593.58 522.27 519.26, 525.28 451.28 449.01, 453.56 1.28 1.14 0.98
Router Min 33.29 33.05, 33.52 42.15 41.11, 43.18 37.03 36.64, 37.42 31.45 31.27, 31.64 1.27 1.11 0.94
Avg 45.44 45.28, 45.61 57.02 56.11, 57.93 51.07 50.81, 51.32 43.90 43.73, 44.07 1.25 1.12 0.97
Max 57.48 57.22, 57.73 73.30 72.40, 74.20 65.28 64.91, 65.66 56.41 56.13, 56.69 1.28 1.14 0.98
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we investigated different aggregation approaches for inter-domain control aggregation. Our goal was to gain
greater insight into the ability of different inter-domain aggregation procedures in accommodating large volumes of reservation
requests across different routing domains. As utility function, we considered the minimization of state to be kept per AS and
per edge router. We evaluated two basic aggregation approaches, sink-tree and shared segment based, and four algorithms
derived from these approaches. BGRP follows the sink-tree approach, and BPS, WDS, and MLWDS follow the shared path
segment approach. We examined state accounting by means of a simple analytical example and also by means of simulations.
For each simulation experiment, we varied the number of AS’s, duration of requests, distribution of requests through time,
and also distribution of requests across the topology, so we could assess the impact of each of these factors on the different
aggregation methods under consideration.
The analytical example attested that the intensity of individual reservation requests is of major importance for any of
the approaches. However, it is more relevant for the shared segment approach in terms of first-level aggregation, due to the
additional intermediate deaggregation points this approach introduces: with first-level aggregation, intermediate deaggregation
points need to maintain information not only about aggregates, but also about the individual requests that are mapped to the
deaggregated aggregates. However, this cost can be avoided if we perform instead second-level aggregation, as suggested by
using the algorithm MLWDS.
Simulations using different topologies corroborated that MLWDS achieves better performance for the scenarios presented.
Results also show that MLWDS performance improves with the increase of the intensity of requests. WDS and BPS, the two
algorithms that perform first-level aggregation only and that are based on the shared segment approach show deterioration in
their performance, due to the cost of intermediate deaggregation points.
A first conclusion to draw from this investigation is that by performing second-level aggregation, the shared-segment ap-
proach presents better performance in terms of minimization of state maintained along a path, when compared with the
sink-tree approach. Implementation of this mechanism is of low complexity, since only the sources perform second-level
aggregation, and its sensitivity to the intensity of requests is low.
A second conclusion is that the sink-tree approach also represents a reasonable solution in terms of minimizing the amount
of state maintained. It is also of reasonable complexity and of low sensitivity to the number of requests. However, its one
disadvantage is that it is not optimal in terms of the number of aggregates it creates. Algorithms based on the shared segment
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approach reduce the number of aggregates when compared with BGRP.
As future work, we are investigating in more detail the complexity and drawbacks of implementing multi-level aggregation.
We are also investigating the bandwidth efficiency and overall signaling load of the different approaches presented. Both are
important performance measures beyond the amount of reservation state, that was the focus of this paper.
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APPENDIX A: RESULTS
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Fig. 12. Global state in a flat topology, À¶
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Fig. 13. Global state in a flat topology, À¶b
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Fig. 14. Global state in a hierarchical topology, À_¶W
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Fig. 15. Global state in a hierarchical topology, À_¶Wb
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Fig. 16. Global state in a source-tree, Â¶¾Ã¸ÄÅÆµN¶·¸¸¸ requests/s
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Fig. 17. Global state in a sink-tree, Â¶Ã¸Ä¸ÅÆµX¶¾·¸¸¸ requests/s
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Fig. 18. Evolution of state with number of requests, source hotspot scenario
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Fig. 19. Evolution of state with number of requests, destination hotspot scenario
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Fig. 20. Evolution of state with number of requests, homogeneous traffic scenario
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APPENDIX B: FORMULAS
Formulas presented in this appendix were used to calculate the maximum, average and minimum values for each of the
variables used in the simulations (Section 4). B represents a variable,  an edge router and Ç an AS. For instance, XÈVÉ~ÊgËUÉﬀÌÍ
represents the average of variable N at router  . bÎ ÏÑÐÒ represents the instant when the simulation ended. Ó<Ô Í 2ÕﬂÒ represents
the instant after an adequate warmup period. * represents an instant when B suffered a change. 5 represents the number of
edge routers at AS X and Ê represents the total number of AS’s for a specific scenario.
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Global Statistic
¬ Global Average: NÈUÉ~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¬ Global Variance: ÈUÊg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¬ Global Standard Deviation: ~
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